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The world could be divided in two categories of people, the givers and the takers. It is said
that in a healthy relationship there should be balance, why is it then that in most
relationships one always end up getting hurt more than the other?!!! Does it have to do with
the fact that one cannot change one’s nature and one simply act as natural as possible to
their true self? So is it possible than that the giver cannot give up giving and the taker
cannot stop taking? It does not matter the type of relationships, if it is with a
boyfriend/girlfriend, spouse, friend or the boss; one always comes out stronger the other,
more aggressive and intimidating.”

Therefore what to do to become less of a giver, more assertive, firmer without losing
yourself.  The answer relies on a simple word quite ignored by givers yet so powerful. Learn
to say “NO”! No comes in many forms “I am sorry it is  impossible for me right now, but
maybe later,” “I understand the importance of the matter, but unfortunately I have time
constrains at the moment”, or simply, “So sorry but I am unable to do it.” There are infinite
ways to say no without letting anyone down, including oneself. The truth is that we teach
our children to be polite and sometimes saying no can be perceived as lack of politeness,
when in reality it is possible to say no and be polite at the same time, all relies on how it is
said. To raise self- assured, confident, polite and assertive human beings is an arduous
process; it does not come naturally for many so practice is eminent.

Parents take their time to teach their children to say please and thank you, so incorporate
the word NO, teaching them the appropriate way to decline an offer, to refuse to engage in
something that makes them uncomfortable or simply to say “No” when it is not convenient.
As for the takers it is also important to address the issue of being so needy and always
asking for things, it is essential to became self-reliant and less demanding. There are
degrees of being a taker, from simply being self-centered to being a bully where it becomes
a far greater issue to deal with.  There are also degrees of being a giver from just being
plain selfless to always being taken advantage of.

The ideal is indeed for the givers to have a balance; to be selfless and humble but yet
insistent enough to have their needs heard. The takers might channel their forceful ways
into more convincing ways and start to practice self-sufficiency.

We always ponder over difficult issues, yet this particular one is not raised frequently
because we assume that it is in one’s nature to be this way or that way and we accept. It is
appropriate to observe, discuss and understand so characteristics that maybe innate can be
modified without altering the persona.
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